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Executive Summary 
 

Partners In Leadership, Inc. is a widely respected international leadership training and 

management consulting company.  Founded in 1989, the company is now the world’s 

premier provider of Accountability Training Services.  All training services are based on 

books (most notably The Oz Principle) written by the company’s founders, which focus on 

creating greater accountability. 

 The Self Track Training helps people embrace their own accountability for achieving 

organizational results. 

 The Culture Track Training accelerates the change within organizational culture to 

produce the results the organization needs now. 

 The Others Track Training teaches people to effectively hold others accountable for 

results in a positive, principled way so that they successfully deliver on 

expectations. 

The Excel Consultant Tools file I created will allow Partners In Leadership Consultants to 

assess how a company’s employees view accountability within the three tracks.  Before 

doing a workshop or training session, consultants will send a Google Form link to the 

employees.  The form will ask a series of 46 questions (on a scale of 1 to 10) that are 

related to the three accountability tracks.  The Consultant Tools file will then scrape the 

data collected by the form online and put it in an Excel spreadsheet.  With this data, pivot 

tables and charts will be automated so that the consultant can evaluate where the company 

is struggling with accountability.  The objective is to give the consultant some direction in 

training preparation. 
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Implementation Documentation 
 

1. Google Form 

 The first step was to create the Google Form.  I won’t spend much time on this step 

but here is a sample of the form: 
(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/109UZVZYsFlNsdzUl88eKzqMWOmspkLsvMZmjI4Lck-

c/viewform) 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/109UZVZYsFlNsdzUl88eKzqMWOmspkLsvMZmjI4Lck-c/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/109UZVZYsFlNsdzUl88eKzqMWOmspkLsvMZmjI4Lck-c/viewform
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 The form is set up so that each employee must respond (they cannot leave a 

question blank). 

 Note: these are questions that Partners In Leadership has on their website for self-

evaluation quizzes.  I received permission from my Dad, who works for this 

company, to use these same questions. 
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2. General Overview 

 The ribbon is modified as shown in the picture below 

 The consultant only needs to press the one button and this will prompt a sub 

procedure called “analyze” that controls the order of the other sub procedures. 

 The flow of the module is as follows: 

▫ Getting raw data from the internet into Excel 

▫ Transform data to make it useful for Pivot Tables 

▫ Create Summary Pivot Table with expanded/not expanded options 

▫ With expanded Summary Pivot Table, create five number summaries for each 

accountability track and question 

▫ Create chart from Summary Pivot Table for visual analysis 

▫ Create another Pivot Table for histogram chart 

▫ Histogram chart created from same generic sub procedure for making charts 

 Pages are deleted and added if the module runs more than once so that no errors 

occur in “refreshing” the data. 

 The most important tabs are colored in blue – this indicates that these worksheets 

are used for analysis. 

 The module will always end on the Summary worksheet so that the consultant can 

start with an overview of the survey data.  The Sheet1 worksheet will be deleted 

since it is not needed. 
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3. Getting Raw Data into Excel 

 The form responses are stored in a Google Spreadsheet.  I had this spreadsheet 

published on the internet. 
(https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/pub?key=0AiOCLf98mtTZdE8tLUNmcktJbm9zZ2VLV3pzSDJ

QV0E&single=true&gid=0&output=html) 

 

 Then using the Class Module “agent” that we learned in class, I wrote a sub 

procedure called “getData” that scrapes the data from this published spreadsheet 

and inserts it into an Excel Spreadsheet titled “RawData.”  Instead of including the 

timestamp column, I changed it to an ID number for keeping track of how many 

responses have come in. 

 A special feature I added was named ranges.  All the responses are named/grouped 

by accountability track.  In addition, each question’s responses are named Self1, 

Self2, … , Culture1, Culture2, … , Others1, Others2, etc.  This allowed transferring 

responses and referring to responses much easier in other sub procedures in VBA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/pub?key=0AiOCLf98mtTZdE8tLUNmcktJbm9zZ2VLV3pzSDJQV0E&single=true&gid=0&output=html
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/pub?key=0AiOCLf98mtTZdE8tLUNmcktJbm9zZ2VLV3pzSDJQV0E&single=true&gid=0&output=html
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4. Transform Data for Pivot Table Analysis 

 The raw data itself was not useful for pivot analysis, so I wrote a sub procedure 

called “getPivotData” that would transform the data into something more useful.  It 

is placed in a worksheet titled “PivotData.”   

 

 This multiplied the lines of data by 46 (because of 46 questions per ID).  I 

considered this potentially being a problem, but Excel offers over a million lines 

within a spreadsheet.   

 I think it would be rare for a workshop to include more than 15,000 people – most 

companies have Partners In Leadership only focus on a subdivision or region within 

their company.   
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5. Pivot Table and Formatting 

 I wrote a sub procedure called “pivotAnalysis” that would create a pivot table.  This 

sub procedure receives two variables when called: sheetName and expanded.   

 The sheetName variable is self-explanatory, and the expanded variable is Boolean to 

determine if the nested data should be expanded or not. 

 I have this sub procedure run twice to create two new sheets: one without the 

expanded data and one with it.  These sheets are named “Summary” and “Details”, 

respectively. 

 

 The picture above shows the collapsed version of the Pivot Table in the Summary 

Worksheet.  

 It shows the average responses for each of the accountability tracks 

 The consultant is aware of the average numbers across the globe for each of these 

accountability tracks and will know where the company is falling short. 
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 The picture below (in the Details Worksheet) shows what happens when the 

expanded variable is true. 

 The Details worksheet is useful to the consultant for identifying questions with high 

or low average responses (using data bars).  It also provides a breakdown of 

responses with the 5 number summary. 

 

 To the right of this Pivot table are 5 number summaries for each track and question. 

 When the optional expanded variable is true in “pivotAnalysis”, the sub procedure 

calls a sub procedure named “detail” which then goes through all of the raw data 

and calculates the Minimum, 25th Percentile, Median, 75th Percentile, and Maximum. 

 Borders and bold font are added to the accountability tracks to make it easier to 

identify track summaries. 

 I used the worksheet function Quartile to do this in VBA. 

 This is where the named ranges came in handy and made it easier to automate the 

process of calculating the 5 quartiles. 
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6. Pivot Chart and Formatting 

 If the optional expanded variable is false in “pivotAnalysis”, then it will call a sub 

procedure called “makeChart” that will create a Pivot Chart. 

 This sub procedure receives two variables: sheetName and title.  The sheetName 

variable is used to identify which sheet to put the chart on and the title variable is 

for the title of the chart. 

 The formatting included shadowing, beveling, creating gradient background colors, 

and changing font color, size, and text in VBA.   

 

 This sub procedure is very useful because it is dynamic with the number of column 

series and can be reused for other pivot tables with larger series. 

 The consultant now has a visual of the average responses of each accountability 

track, which makes it nicer and quicker to analyze. 
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7. Histograms for Accountability Tracks 

 One last analysis worksheet is the Histograms worksheet. 

 A sub procedure called “pivotHistogram” creates another Pivot Table that takes the 

count of each response value for each of the three accountability tracks. 

 This sub procedure then calls the “makeChart” sub procedure to make a chart.  This 

is where the dynamic column series is useful. 

 

 The bins of the histograms are the values of the response variables (1 through 10). 

 The consultant now has a visual of the distribution of responses for each of the three 

accountability tracks making it easier to analyze. 
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Discussion of Learning and Conceptual Difficulties 
 

1. Scraping Data from Internet into Excel 

 This was a challenge.  I thought I understood the process from class, but I had 

trouble implementing it with my project. 

 I had to analyze the Class Module “agent” so that I could follow how it would pull 

data from the internet. 

 I learned a lot about how to be “smart” with finding data within a webpage’s source 

code.  This actually ended up being very rewarding when I got it to work. 

 Adding named ranges was hard to learn.  Because of the three accountability tracks, 

I had to figure out a loop that would go through all of the questions but name the 

range of the question responses by track and question number. 

 I learned how to manipulate the named ranges with conditional statements. 

2. Getting Data to be Useful for Pivot Analysis 

 After getting the data successfully from the internet, I realized that the format of the 

data was not ideal for creating Pivot Tables. 

 I had to figure out a way to transform the data so that the Pivot Table would be able 

to function for analysis. 

 I used nested loops to transform the data. 

3. Making the Pivot Table in VBA with Formatting 

 I struggled with referring to objects in VBA so this part was a great review for me. 

 I learned how to successfully refer to an object in VBA and create a Pivot Table. 

 I really wanted to include conditional formatting because it looks cool and it is very 

useful for quick analysis. 

 The data bars with different colors took me some time to learn.  It required using 

the macro recorder and researching how to do this.  In particular, I learned better 

how to refer to a range, change its properties, and use its methods appropriately. 

4. Making the 5 Number Summary 

 The 5 number summary was the main reason I had named ranges in the raw data. 

 I learned how to create nested loops that would go through each of the named 

ranges and output the 5 number summary. 

 I also learned how to add borders to the three tracks. 

 Something I would have liked to add were box plots for each of the 5 number 

summaries – particularly for the three accountability tracks 

 I know how to make a box plot in Excel, but after spending several hours on the first 

chart (as described below), I decided that histograms would suffice. 
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5. Creating Pivot Charts through VBA 

 For me this was the most frustrating and time-consuming part of my project. 

 This sub procedure was one of the more difficult ones for me to create because I 

wanted to make the chart look professional with very specific formatting. 

 It turns out the macro recorder is practically useless when doing special formats to 

charts.  I had to research extensively to find out how to change these chart elements. 

 However, it was very rewarding when I got it to work, and I believe it adds to the 

professionalism of the project. 

6. Creating Histogram Pivot Chart 

 When I decided I wanted to create histograms, I decided to use the same code as I 

did for the first chart. 

 A major problem I ran into was that the Histograms Chart had several series (10 

total – one for each response value).  The first chart had only one series. 

 I had to figure out how to format all of the series within a loop as shown below and 

make sure it would still work for the first chart (and it successfully worked!). 

 I was excited about this loop because it allowed me to reuse the sub procedure and 

keep the same style throughout the project. 

 

7. Additional Elements that would be Nice 

 I haven’t tried the program on previous versions of Excel or on Excel for Mac, but 

I’m guessing problems might occur with formatting the charts and data bars. 

 Ideally, I would want to make sure this workbook functions properly for consultants 

with different versions of Excel. 
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Assistance 
 

 I received help from Dr. Allen with regard to the idea and scope of the project.  He 

helped me think of the Google Form and then importing the data into Excel for 

running different analysis procedures. 

 Other than that, I did not receive substantial assistance.  I taught myself any code I 

was not sure how to write. 


